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Students to elect Dean of the Chapel appointed
representatives
by Rob Harrison

staff reporter

tecs. Representatives will stay in
touch with constituents and bring
their concerns up in Congress
meetings.
This year. Congress will address some issues that haven't been
explored in the past. "I'm interested in using Congress to address
cultural issues," Foster said. "I

by Heather Mumby
editor-in-chief

The Student Congress Cabinet
has some new and innovative ideas
for Congress this year and on
Thursday, Sept. 16, students will
elect those representatives who will
work to bring these ideas to fruiUon.
think it's ironic that
Polls will be
it's never been willopen in four coning to do that before."
'7/ we're going
venient locations:
Cabinet members
the DeWitt Lobby,
to get anything
are also emphasizing
from 10 a.m. to 4
that representatives
done, it's got to
p.m.; the lobby of
have more contact
get back to the
Van Wylcn Liwith the students they
b r a r y , f r o m 11
students/'
r e p r e s e n t . "In the
a.m. to 5 p.m.; the
past. Congress has
Maas Center, from
been seen working
—Eric Foster
10:30 a.m. i o 6 : 3 0
solely with the adp.m.; and Phelps
ministration," Foster
(Gilmore side),
said. "If we're going
from 10:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
to get anything done, it's got to gei
Student Congress President Eric back to the students."
Foster ('95) stresses the importance
In order to open themselves up
of choosing the best representative more to the Student Body, Conwhen going to vote. 4 T d like voters gress plans on having some meetnot to think about who is on the ings in a variety of places around
ballot, but which representative can campus, including residence halls
do what they need," Foster said, "a and in Phelps.
representative who they know will
Foster hopes to avoid some of
be there; someone who wants con- the problems which came up in
tact with them."
Congress during previous years.
Following their election, the "Last year we had a problem with
chosen representatives will be re- everyone saying that Hope stusponsible for attending regularly dents were apathetic," Foster said.
scheduled Congress meetings as
well as serving on various commitSee ELECT pagejS

A major change is underway in
the spiritual life of Hope College.
A new position. Dean of the
C h a p e l , is b e i n g added to the
chaplain's office. The position,
endowed last May by Max and
Connie Boersma of Holland, is designed "to strengthen the spiritual
life of the campus and to [extend]
the i n f l u e n c e of the c o l l e g e ' s
Christian life and witness... beyond
the borders of the campus," said
President Jacobson.
After much consideration, the
s c h o o l n a m e d the R e v . Ben
Patterson, senior pastor of New
Providence Presbyterian Church in
New Providence, New Jersey, as the
first "Hinga-Boersma Dean of the
Chapel."
As dean, he will be responsible
for organizing the chapel program,
including weekday and Sunday
worship services, and lectures and
seminars on religious topics.
Under his direction will be two
full-time chaplains serving students
in pastoral and relational ministry.
He plans to continue writing on issues relating to the Christian faith
and to enliven Hope's relationship
with the RCA.
The chapel program will continue
under the direction of the chaplain.
Patterson will arrive early in Dec.
and will spend the rest of the school
year meeting with people around
the campus, familiarizing himself
with the college and designing the
chapel program for the fall of 1994.
" T w o things really grabbed me

when I thought about coming to
Hope," he said. "One was the
thought of doing the things I love:
preaching, writing and making disciples in a community of Christian
thinkers and students. The other
was that I really enjoy students. I
have a passion
to see God do
a new work in
the world, particularly in the
church. Students—young
adults—are
the next generation and
h a v e an extraordinary
energy and ent h u s i a s m to
e m b r a c e

G o d ' s Kingdom and work.
T h e idea of
being able to
hold out before
that new generation a vision for the Kingdom of God that's
fresh and compelling really thrills
me," Patterson continued. " I ' m excited about the opportunity of holding up before them the importance
of a radical kind of commitment to
Jesus Christ as the only hope for the
world."
Patterson has been an active pastor for over two decades. After
graduating from the American Baptist Seminary of the West in 1972,
he began as assistant minister to
college students at First Baptist
Churchof Pomona, California. He

then moved to La Jolla Presbyterian
Church where he worked as youth
minister and minister of adult education.
In 1975 he founded Irvine Presbyterian Church, where-he served
14 years. He left southern California behind in 1989
to take his current
pastorate in New
Jersey.
In addition to
his pastoral ministry, Patterson is
a prolific writer.
He is a contributing e d i t o r to
Christianity
Today and Leadership and was a
contributing editor and editorial
w r i t e r f o r The
Wittenburg Door.
He has written two
hooks^The Grand
Essentials
and
Waiting: Finding
Patterson
Hope When God
Seems Silent, and is writing a third
on the theme of grace and freedom.
He has also cowritten two books on
pastoral ministry. Who'sin Charge9
and Mastering the Pastoral Role.
Those involved with the choice
speak highly of the new dean. "Ben
Patterson is an exciting addition to
the Hope College community," said
President Jacobson. "He is a man of
deep faith and prayer, is a very effective preacher and excellent writer,
and has a background in ministry

See C H A P E L p a g e 8

Western Seminary completes
new campus townhouses
by Rachel Karpanty
staff reporter

Anchor photo by Anne Horton

_

BEFORE AND AFTER:
The newly finished
Western Theological
Seminary townhouses
as they appeared
during construction
last spring (left) and
the completed
buildings (above)
which currently house
45 students and their
families.
JMII

photo by Rich Blair

On Aug. 18, 45 Western Theological Seminary students and their
families moved into the brand-new
townhouses located on the comer of
College and 13th Streets.
Planning for the new housing
began six years ago with the intent
that the project would be complete
within 3-4 years. However, problems with state funding hindered the
progress.
A c c o r d i n g to the W e s t e r n
Seminary's president, Marvin Hoff,
there were many goals which were
hoped to be accomplished through
this building project.
The old housing simply was not
repairable. The houses were dilapidated and beyond the point of a
safe repair. The new townhouses
have replaced this housing.
Also, the Seminary has lacked a
campus atmosphere. The college
has had a lot of commuter students,
but with the new housing, the students are offered an option to live on
campus.
In addition, the Seminary building has not had a main entrance with
a foyer area. A large entrance will be
added to the colonial building, which
will enhance the campus image.
The new townhouses have contributed to the overall need by the
Seminary to have a campus for their
students.
Funding for the townhouses has

been provided by the Reformed
Church of America, who hosted a
fundraiser called "Putting People in
Mission", which raised over S750
thousand.
The Seminary was also given
S900 thousand by various donors.
The remaining funds were supplied
through a loan from Old Kent Bank
of Holland.
After funding was secured, construction of the townhouses began
in Dec. of 1992 by E&V Incorporated construction company. All but
two of the townhouses were rented
by Seminary students and the extra
two were offered to the public
through church bulletins.
The new Seminary housing includes 28 townhouses with 56 bedrooms. The townhouses include the
dining room, living room and kitchen
on the first floor, bedroom(s) upstairs and a partially finished basement, which some residents are using for study rooms.
Although Western Theological
Seminary and Hope College have
separate identities, both legally and
technically, they are very cooperative neighbors, according to Marvin
Huff. The conference facilities, libraries, and soon-to-be phone systems are all shared.
"It is a privilege for the Seminary
to be next fo Hope College", said
President Huff, "we receive benefits from Hope, especially cooperation during the building of our
new campus master plan*'.

A New Perspective

NEWS OF INTEREST

Thapelo Matenge
Is economic stability an
essential ingredient in a multiethnic, bi-racial culture? If so,
then should we expect disturbances when this stability is
absent? If that is the case, should
we be wary of certain societal
tendencies of value?
Across America appears to be
developing an alarming trend. One
almost senses a change in the tide;
a change in heart among the
dominant culture. One senses a
developing realignment of peoples
sympathies; an apparent hardening
of feelings with the onset of
economic instability and insecurity.
Developing among a certain
quarter of society is an
unpretentious and bold drive to
turn the clock back on the many
initiatives implemented by
desegregationists. A more vocal
opposition by a growing number
to the laws initiated in the 60s
seems to be taking shape. There
are more open-ended challenges to
the "quota systems" and there are
growing cries against so-called
"reverse discrimination."

The recent bombings of the
NAACP offices, which some may
claim as isolated cases, are indeed
a testament of this apparent mood
shift. So is the increasing attacks
on Arab immigrants as reported in
a recent issue of Newsweek.
Indeed Los Angeles, engulfed in
flames during the riots recently,
was in and of itself a proclamation
by minorities of their dissatisfaction with the system.
This change in attitude is
ultimately intended to preserve the
prerogatives of the dominant
culture. The majority further
justifies the increasing prejudice
with well thought out inanities.
This only accentuates the suspicions of minorities that their
interests have indeed been
abandoned.
This apparent mood shift
indeed has far reaching implications and leads one to ask the
question, "Well, what has gone
wrong?"
It is far easier to create laws
that desegregate a society than it is
to actually create a desegregated
culture. This entire process is a

complex one steeped in intricacies.
The melting pot theory, a
model proposed by some as the
ideal for an integrated society is
itself too simplistic. Furthermore,
this theory becomes just that, an
impractical theory.
The idea of the melting pot is a
naive prescription by a dominant
culture rather from a fair analysis
of the ethnic make-up of contemporary society. It is an idea which
ultimately seeks to preserve the
prerogatives of the majority. It
would further have minorities
subscribe to the dominant culture
at the expense of their real
interests. Thus by dictating the
terms upon which integration is to
occur was bound to encounter
some problems. The melting-pot
theory, rather than recognizing the
uniqueness of the individual
cultures of the various minority
groups instead pushed to consume
these cultures and ultimately
annihilate them.
Solutions to these uncertain and
alarming tendencies are obviously
not easy to find.

Croatian students offer personal
insight on plight of native land
by Sufjan Stevens
staff reporter
While a bitter war rages in the
republic of Croatia, in the former
Yugoslavia, three Croatian students
at Hope College stand at a significant
distance from home, witnessing their
country slowly deteriorate from
constant Serbian attack.
Katherine Vlasica ('96) came to
Wayland, Michigan three years ago
as an exchange student just 30 days
before warring began to spread to
her hometown7t)ubrovnik, Croatia.
After much of Dubvnik became
devastated by Serbian bombarding,
Vlasica's family also moved to the
United States.
For the Vlasica's, coming to
America is a reunion. 18 years ago,
Katherine's parents, Tihomav and
Anka Vlasica, came to America in
hopes of working, saving money
and starting a family away from the
harsh economy of home. Seven years
a f t e r K a t h e r i n e was born, the
Vlasicas were able to return to their
country, to the prosperous town of
Dubrovnik, located on the Mediterranean.
As a result of living in both
Croatia and the United States,
Vlasica has established dual citizenship.

Life was peaceful in Dubrovnik,
at least until Serbian forces began to
invade Croatia. As a result, Katherine and her family wait each day in
the United States, as the war continues across their homeland.
Fortunately, Marlena Zambata
('96) and her family have yet to
witness such tremendous devastation on their home, Zagreb, the
capital city of Croatia. Zagreb is
located in the northeastern part of
Croatia and has been shielded from
Serbian attacks and threats of warfare. But this peace can be invaded
at any time.
" S o m e parts are p e a c e f u l , "
Zambata said, "but 20 miles away
there could be war." Fortunately,
Zambata's family has been able to
continue to live in Zagreb.
Like Vlasica, Zambata also came
to Michigan as an exchange student,
to Allagen High School, for her senior year. This was after war had
been going on for one year. Zambata
vividly remembers her experiences
in Zagreb during the war.
"It was a hard time," Zambata
said, "we spent much of the time in
bombing shelters."
Today, Zambata and Vlasica are
safe from the devastation going on
in Croatia, but they must endure the
constant destruction of their native

land.
Vlasica believes that Serbian
bloodshed could have been stopped
if America had intervened earlier.
"Western countries have shown tremendous
apathy,"
she
explains.'They should have made a
firmer stand earlier - more than just
protests." Vlasica feels that if the
United States would use 15 percent
of the force it used in Desert Storm
against the Serbs, they could be
stopped.
Serbian forces have used violent
tactics by committing brutal atrocities on Croatian citizens. Vlassica
recalls seeing eight Croatian policemen on television who were
captured by Serbian troops and given
back with their eyes gouged out,
their noses and ears cut off, and their
heads and legs amputated. Croatian
media purposely uses this kind of
graphic, visual propaganda to spark
Serbian-hate.
Today, Vlasica and Zambata are
f a r f r o m t h e b r u t a l i t y at
home, thankful for the opportunity
that they have been given at Hope
College. Both plan to finish school
in America and hope to be able to
return home someday.
(Tomislav Scarica ('96), also a
Croatian student at Hope, declined
to be interviewed for this article.)

Public Safety expands shuttle services
by Mary Lane
staff reporter
With the addition of two new
shuttle vans, Hope College Public
Safety will continue to run the after
dark service from 6 p.m. until 2
a.m., escorting students from River
Ave. to Fairbanks Ave. and 7th St.
to 19th St.
The service will also pick up
students from the bus or train station,
butonly during shuttle van hours. In
addition, escorts will also take individuals to their off-campus homes

2

and to parties.
"We prefer not to have to take
people to parties but, what we don't
want is people to walk home from
parties or to parties; and we don't
want somebody driving from a party
if intoxicated," said Duane Terpstra,
Assistant Director of Public Safety.
Scott Johnson ('94) an escort on
Saturday and Sunday nights says
that he likes being an escort because
it allows him to meet people that he
might not ordinarily meet.
Johnson started driving the van
last year and says that not many
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people have chosen to be escorted
by the van this year but he expects
the amount of escorts to rise as the
weather becomes colder.
T e r p s t r a agrees, saying that
Public Safety has only had an average of 16-90escorts a night this year
in contrast to as many as 500-600
escorts a night at the end of last year.
Terpstra strongly encourages
more students to ride the van and
says that Public Safety wants people
to "start using and abusing us... We
(Public Safety) have no problem
with t h a t . "

MIDDLE EAST
Resistance to the recently signed Palestinian-Israeli Peace accord
has intensified in the past week. Both Israeli and Palestinian groups
extremists who were caught off guard by the agreement have begun to
mobilize their supporters. Israeli Defense Minister Ariel Sharon has
called Labor Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin a "traitor" and promised
that a Likud Controlled government would overturn the signed accord.
Several members of Palestinian groups have vowed to oppose the
treaty, others have threatened to kill P L O leader Yasser Ararfat.

WASHINGTON
The Senate approved President Clinton's national service plan by a
57-40 vote. The House approved the measure last month, and the
President will sign the bill. The 1.5 billion dollar program is authorized
for three years to provide students with the option of performing
community service in order to pay for college. October 1st is the day
the law goes into effect.

DETROIT
Dr. Jack Kevorkian was present at an 18th suicide the day he was
ordered to stand trial for his assistance to Thomas Hyde, who committed
suicide after a long struggle with Lou Gehrig's disease. Michigan's
assisted suicide law was not declared unconstitutional in a preliminary
hearing. Kevorkian is to be arraigned on September 24, and faces a
maximum sentence of 4 years in prison and a 2,000 dollar fine.

UNITED STATES
A Department of Education study of 26,000 adults estimates that 90
million Americans possess "low literacy" and are unable to function
effectively in the work environment. Many of those who are illiterate
are close to or below the poverty level according to the study.

WASHINGTON
President Clinton's health care proposal was released in draft to
public. The 239 page plan would mandate that every business pay
part of all of its employees premiums. Clinton is counting on
elimination of waste within the health care industry to pay for
program.

the
for
the
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Elder continues sabbatical
research with aid of grant
by Feler Bose
staff reporter
Robert Elder, a professor in the
Political Science Department, has
been awarded aprestigiousFulbright
grant. This grant will support his
research and teaching in Sri Lanka
and India during the fall semester of
1993.
Elder, who last semester was
away on a Hope sabbatical to teach
in India, was awarded the Fulbright
to continue his research this Fall
semester. His research is in the area
of population administration and the
psychology of political ideology in
India and Sri Lanka.
He will be collaborating with two
professors in India, Dr. John Raja,
who chairs the Department of Economics at Bishop Heber College in
Tamilnadu,andDr. VimlaAgarwal,
former chair of the Department of
Psychology at the University of
Lucknow in Uttar Pradesh. His
itinerary will also include variofs
lectures throughout South Asia.
Dr. Jack Holmes of Hope's Political Science Department said that
Elder's visit will bring about the
exchange of ideas and increase contacts. Holmes also pointed out that
when Elder returns to Hope, he will
be teaching a course on "Culture
and Politics in the Indian Sub-continent," enabling Hope students to
learn from Elder's experiences.
Although the department has
been affected because of his absence,
and an excellent part-time professor
has been hired to fill his position,
"the long term benefits cannot be
ruled out," said Holmes.
The Fulbright program was es-

tablished in 1946 under Congressional legislation introduced by
former Senator J. William Fulbright
of Arkansas. The program is designed "to increase mutual understanding between the people of the
United Slates and the people of other
countries." Around 5000 grants are
awarded each year to American
students, teachers and scholars to
study, teach and conduct research
around the world, and to foreign
nationals to engage in similar activities in the United States.
Individuals are selected on the
basis of academic and professional
qualifications, plus their ability and
willingness to share ideas and experiences with people of diverse cultures.
The process for awarding this
grant can be a long and strenuous
exercise. About 35 foreign governments, the U.S. government, and
many private foundations share in
the funding of the exchanges.
Elder, a member of the Hope
faculty since 1969, also spent the
spring of 1993 teaching in South
Asia, which, along with the Fulbright
marks a return to academic roots.
He studied South Asian politics, and
his first book, which formed the
basis of his doctoral dissertation,
was "Development Administration
in a North Indian State: The Family
Planning Program in Uttar Pradesh."
His work in the interim has included investigations in classifying
U.S. presidents and foreign policy
moods, and co-authoring a textbook
on American government as well as
his most recent research in psychology determinants of political
ideology.

Community Day to =
be held on Sept. 18
by D a n d l e Klaassen
staff reporter
Mark your calendars for the kickoff of the home football season as
the annual Community Day Picnic
takes place in the Pine Grove on
September 18.
There's no need to pack anything
for the picnic. A Hope College l.D.
is the ticket to get in. Traditional
picnic food will be served from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m.
Entertainment will be provided
by the Holland American Legion
Band, Dutch dancers and clowns.
Hope College t-shirts and other
paraphernalia will be given away as
door prizes.
Immediately following the picnic at 1:30 p.m. the Hope will play
Illinois Wesleyan University at
Holland Municipal Stadium.
The traditional picnic dates back
to the 1966 Community Ox Roast
held at the Civic Center. Since then
it has become a yearly tradition that

rotates location between Wind Mill
Island and the Pine Grove.
"The purpose of the picnic is to
celebrate the relationship between
the community and Hope College,"
Lynne Powe, Alumni Director, said.
Powe anticipates an even greater
turn-out than last y e a r ' s 1700
attenders.
The picnic provides students with
a change of pace and scenery. Students can chat with professors and
other community members over
lunch.
"1 was able to have lunch with
one of my professors outside of the
classroom," Shannon Ruckert ('96)
said.
"It was nice to see people connect.
They accepted us as part of the
community," Katherine Vlasica
('96) said.
"It's a good way to integrate Hope
College with the community," Kim
Ebright ('96) said.
In case of rain the picnic will be
moved to Phelp's Hall.

Seminars on sexual assualt
increase awareness
by Jodi McFarland
staff reporter
As part of a campaign to increase
student's sexual assault awareness,
C . A . A . R . E . (Campus Assault
Awareness, Response, and Education) sponsored two seminars on
Sept. 8 and 11 in the Dykstra Lobby.
The program marked the start of
C.A.A.R.E.'s sixth year educating
Hope students concerning the realities of acquaintance rape and its
shocking statistics/'Sexual assault
is here on campus," said educator
and student Tara Stollenmaier.
" W e ' r e here to make people aware
of it."
The seminars also gave the students attending an opportunity to
discuss their own concerns and
methods of avoiding or escaping
dangerous situations. One student
who attended the seminar stated that

she thought it was a good idea and
believed attendance should, as it
was in past years, be required, because the issue is of such importance.
C.A.A.R.E., part of Student Services special programs division,
trained student e d u c a t o r s like
Stollenmaier for nine hours before
they were able to host seminars such
as those in Dykstra with the accompaniment of a trained staff member.
Also present was Nurse Jayne
Pettingaof thecampus Health Clinic,
who addressed questions regarding
the incidents of STDs on campus.
More of these seminars are
planned in various halls on campus
throughout the month of Sept., and
specific information for them is
posted in each hall.
Also on the C.A.A.R.E. agenda
for the 1993-94 school year are selfdefense workshops, scheduled for
later in the months of Sept. and Oct.

Impressions
Rob Harrison

Did you see Jurassic Park this
summer?
I did. 1 hadn't planned on
going, but an old friend of mine
was in town for the weekend and
took me to see it. 1 don't watch
many movies, but 1 enjoyed it. It
sparked several lively discussions
with my father and brother, who
had seen it several days before.
The biggest question was, "How
realistic is this movie?" Most
people I talked to dismissed it as
unrealistic, a highly improbable
story.
I can't argue with them. I don't
think there is much chance of an
island full of dinosaurs any time
soon. On the other hand, we are
very near something I find almost
as scary. We are probably less
than five years away, thanks to the
Human Genome Project, from
cracking the human DNA code.
Those who support this tell us
all the wonderful benefits it will
produce. We will be able to spot
genetic diseases such as cystic
fibrosis and correct the offending
gene before the child is even bom.
We will be able to tell people their
risk factors for cancer or heart
disease. Doctors will tell couples
whether, if they had a child, the
child would be at risk of birth
defects. All this is well and good.
But what lies beyond it?
Did you know that modem
technology makes it possible to
choose the sex o child? Stop and
think about that one for a momeiH.
What are the repercussions of
that?
In China and India, female
infants are routinely aborted,
while those that are bom are
sometimes left to die. Sons are a
benefit to the family while

daughters are an economic drain.
Indeed, wives in India may be
divorced or even murdered if they
do not produce sons. Given the
opportunity to choose the sex of
their child, what do you think
most of these people would do?
But gender is but the first
characteristic of a child. How far
are we from designer babies?
Once we crack our DNA code, it
should be possible to begin
choosing our children in other
ways.
You may have heard of Marv
Marinovich, an ex-Raider linebacker who decided his son Todd
was going to be a great quarterback. He controlled every facet of
his son's life in order to make him
a great quarterback. He is now
doing the same thing with his fiveyear-old son Mikhail, who he
plans to make a linebacker. What
would a man like this do with the
opportunity to design his children?
All parents have dreams for
their children, but is it a good idea
to let them design children to fit
these dreams? What would Hitler
have done with this?
The simple problem, underlined by Crichton in his dinothriller, is one we share with King
Lear: we have grown old before
we have grown wise. We have
reached an incredible peak of
scientific maturity. We peer into
the atom, and beyond; we formulate "theories of everything"
which will explain how all of
creation works; we poke into the
equations that govem the universe; we should soon know how
to grow whatever kind of people
we want.
We know so much and are
learning so fast that we are all

rapidly becoming obsolete. We
know too much, because we do
not have the wisdom to handle it.
We are assuming to ourselves the
power of creation. We already
create bacteria. Will it be that
long before we are creating other
species?
To put it another way, we are
taking to ourselves the power of
God when we lack even the
knowledge of God, let alone the
wisdom of God. As human
knowledge explodes it becomes
more and more difficult to keep up
with all the relevant information.
Every act of science in these
days carries great consequences,
and as the consequences grow
more significant, our ability to
predict them lessens. We cannot
predict with certainty the consequences of our actions, for our
knowledge is limited. More than
that, we are not wise enough to
judge them with certainty.
Thus the ultimate problem is
one of human limitations. I don't
doubt that most scientists are
sincerely seeking to improve the
human situation, to do what is best
for humanity. Unfortunately, we
cannot know what is best for us,
only what we would prefer.
Science has progressed to the
point where it has achieved great
power-the point where decisions
of how to use that power carry
great significance. We are not
equipped to make those decisions,
for we as creatures are too limited.
Even as our philosophy raises
deep questions about the reality
around us, our science stands
poised to change the fabric of that
reality. Our power has far
outstripped our wisdom.
Where do we go from here?

Living cheap in Holland
by Margaret Worgess
staff reporter
Phelps food getting to you? Do
you yearn for some "real food" or
some kind of an ethnic meal. Well
then, I have a few restaurants that
will fill you up, but won't drain your
pocket.
While wandering downtown and
doing a little shopping you become
hungry. Realizing that you don't
have much money left you decide
that your only choice is to retum to
campus and be content with another
Phelps meal. But that doesn't have
to be your only choice.
One place you can go is 8th S treet
Bar & Grill to get a reasonable lunch.
For soup lovers they offer an all you
can eat Soup Bar for a mere $2.95.
Sandwiches start around $4.95. They
have a Blue Plate special every night
for $4.95. The 8th Street Bar & Grill
opens at 11 am Mon.-Sat. and is
closed Sunday. They are located at
20 West 8th Street.
On the other end of 8th Street is
Russ' Restaurant. Serving breakfast, lunch, and dinner Russ' large
size portions won't leave hungry
after you're done eating. With ham-

burgers for under S2 and most other
sandwiches under $3 this an ideal
place for you and your friends to go
for lunch. Also, an everyday special
is a bowl of homemade soup and a
huge freshly baked muffin all for
only $1.85. Russ' is located at 361
East 8th Street.
If you're looking for something
different or more of an ethnic meal,
try Chinese and Tai Cuisine located
at 301N. River Ave. It boasts one of
the area's largest selection of authentic Tai and Chinese recipes.
They have a daily all you can eat
buffet at $4.95. Lunches run from
$4.50 to $4.95, dinners are from
$4.95 to $9.95. They are open Tues.Thurs 11 am-9:30 pm, Fri. & Sat. 11
am -10:30 pm, Sunday Noon-8 pm,
closed Mondays.
If your just looking for dessert or
a snack, then The Nickelodeon Inc.
is the place to be. With plenty of ice
cream flavors to choose from, you
can't go wrong. Also they sell flavored popcorn for all you popcorn
connoisseurs.
So, next time you fell like going
downtown to eat but don't want to
spend an arm and a leg remember
these places to eat.

Greek houses identified by name
by Eric Dettman
staff reporter
A Greek tradition at Hope College for fraternities and sororities is
naming their new houses.
Some come and go, while others
stay in an organization, such as
Treehouse of the Cosmopolitan
Fraternity, for many years.
There are a great deal of new
houses for the start of the 93-94
school year. Although not all names
have been decided, six new houses
have been christened and are now a
part of Hope College life.
For the sororities, the Alpha
Gamma Phis dubbed their house

Broken Down Palace.
The
reasonoing is simple. It is the title of
a Grateful Dead song. Don't doubt
for a minute that Jerry isn't proud.
The fraternities have also been
busy naming houses.
The Arcadian Fraternity decided
to call their new off-campus house
Cornerstone. A comerstone is a
building block from which all things
come. Besides that, the house is,
after all, on a comer.
The Fraternal Society also has
one new house which they named
A t l a n t i s . They e x p l a i n e d the
meaning of this by simply stating,
"it is a lost city in itself.'
T h e Cosmopolitan Fraternity

brought three houses to life this year.
One, Greenridge, got its name
when the sign f r o m the old
Greenridge Golf Course was brought
to its front porch.
Pharcyde, all the way over on
17th St., was named for its off the
beaten-path location, even after a
heated debate on the spelling.
Liberty City, a well k n o w n
project district of Philadelphia, is
also the name of the Cosmo house
on 15th St.. Although the men of
this house have no roots in the great
city, "peace on earth and good will
toward men" is such a big part of
their life, they knew this was the
perfect name.
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Editorial

Funded censorship?
A recent letter from Holland resident Donald Hoekstra
brings up an issue many Hope students may not be aware
of, this summer's removal of a movie from the
Knickerbocker Theater.
The movie, 'Like Water for Chocolate, was removed
simply based on the fact that it was rated "R".
It seems that an anonymous financier of the theater's
renovation requested that no "R" rated movies be allowed
to show. The administration agreed and for the past five
years, not a single one has appeared.
Like Water for Chocolate was unrated when selected
for showing at the Knick. It was obviously deemed worthy
of an audience by those in charge of selecting movies.
Therefore, the only reason it was not shown was the simple
fact that some organization gave it a label...a rating of "R".
This particular film is not your average, run-of-themill Hollywood shoot 'em up flick filled with gratuitous
sex and violence. It has received critical acclaim all across
the world. If it hadn't, it wouldn't have been selected to
play at the Knick.
Some would say that since Hope is a private Christian
college, it is only fitting that they not show certain types of
movies. People defend this view, saying that there is too
much sex and violence in society as it is.
It might also be said that this removal goes along with
Hope's Christian ideals. If that were the case, then a
number of SAC's planned movies for this semester would
not be allowed to show because of their suggestive content.
From this we can conclude that it's not a standard,
campus-wide policy. It only covers the Knick. What is
different from the situation at the Knick that doesn't cover
the entire campus?
Oh yeah, the money. Are we promoting censorship for
the sake of upholding standard policies, or to please our
donors? If it be the latter, how much say should donors
have in what goes on with Hope College?
If the administration is willing to let a financier make
demands on the college about which films can be shown,
what else are backers controlling at the college?
If we bend backwards to fulfill their wishes now, we'll
be expected to do so again. What if the next demand affects
Hope's curriculum? What if we are asked to exclude all
teachings which do not agree with those of Christianity...
or the Reformed Church?
Think about it.

S O , MR. HoTSHOT
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p e p j o Y THE T R O O P S ?
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D'Si'iDoted Dy T'Done MeO.a be.v.ces

An e x p l a n a t i o n f r o m t h e e d i t o r . . .
I guess sometimes when you
make wishes, you had better be prepared for them to be granted.
Last week I was complaining
about not having enough hard news
for the paper. This week, I have an
abundance of wonderful things to
tell you and hardly enough space to
do it.
But, I'm not going to complain
about any of it, I'm just going to let
things happen as they will. (I don't
want to jinx myself again!)
Believe it or not, there were actually some pressing issues that didn't
quite make it into the paper.

put an article in about the event.
So, I'm going to give you as
much information about the event in
this limited space to let you know
what occurred.
As far as I can tell. Van Vleck
Hall was struck by lightning sometime Monday evening.
The storm also affected the
computer systems around campus.
A number of labs were put out of
commission and at press time still
weren't restored.
There will be a full report on the
incident in next week's edition of
The Anchor.

tr

LIGHTNING STRIKES
This week marks an interesting
situation. A news story broke and,
unfortunately, we were already so
far into production that we couldn't

CASTING YOUR VOTE
Student Congress elections are
being held tomorrow, so I'd just
liketake a few lines here to say all
the un-objective things that couldn't

Heather Mumby
be said in the front page story.
When you choose your representative, you choose the person you
are going to depend on to make your
grievances known to the college. It's
not simply a matter of picking your
best friend or neighbor.
So,choose wisely when you vote.
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Dear Editors,
I am writing to express my disappointment and dismay with the Hope
College "policy" affecting the selection of movies to be shown at the
Knickerbocker Theatre. According
to Valerie McCoy and the Holland
Sentinel reporter, this "policy" is a
consistent e x p r e s s i o n of Hope
College's Christian ideals and values. What a shameful sham!
I've lived in Holland since 1969
and have been closely associated
with Hope College ever since,
teaching classes on campus for two
years and speaking in classes at other
times. For four years I've had sons
who attended Hope College. During
all of these years T v e quietly
watched Hope College duplicity—
saying and printing one thing while
blatantly doing another. Food fights
and other wanton waste have existed
side by side with "official" proclamations about Christ-like values.
Competitive over-againstness and
exclqsivity have existed right along
with chapel talks about our global
corporate one-ness. Annual college
honors have gone to the worldly

prominent and financially successful while official declarations about
"the least of these" have also been
issued. Through all of this duplicity,
I've been quiet, figuring Thumper's
mother was probably right after all.
But now, this most recent duplicity is the straw that breaks the
camel's back. For years—at least
24—Hope College has shown Rrated movies on campus, replete with
explicit language, explicit violence,
and explicit sex (whatever that
means anymore). I know because
I've attended a number of these
movies, so have my friends, so have
my sons. Then, along comes a donor,
anonymous at that, with the power
of money to accompany h i s ^ e r socalled principles, and BOOM! Hope
College suddenly has a policy of not
showing R-rated movies at the
Knickerbocker Theatre. Baloney!!
H o p e College personnel are
without excuse in this fiasco. Your
duplicity is long standing and now
your hypocrisy is blatant. While
students watch explicit language,
violence, and sex in Graves Hall,
you deprive the community of an
outstanding foreign movie because

money talks loudly at Hope College, loud enough to drown out cries
f o r i n t e g r i t y . Like Water for
Chocolate is a wonderfully provocative novel, and the movie is
reputed to be equally wonderful.
But your "new policy" is indiscriminate and thoughtless. It is also
spineless and sad. It, too, is without
excuse.
I am embarrassed and angry for
Hope College and the particular
people who make these hollow
dollars-and-cents decisions. Censorship by any other name is still
censorship. And censorship is the
deadliest of threats to liberal arts
education. You should by now know
that. Your disregard for this in favor
of courting anonymous donors with
dollars is nothing short of disgusting.
Shame on Hope College for this
"policy", and shame on Hope College for its silence in addressing this
censorship.
We are all losers when freedom
is ruled by finances. Shame, shame,
shame.
Regretfully,
Donald J. Hoekstra

Save a tree...
recycle this newspaper

A&E

Bob Wise^

As I was saying
Mellissa Endsley

:

Audience led through a mine field of bombed jokes
by Mellissa Endsley
arts & entertainment editor
Excessive repetition and lack of
organization contributed to a poor
performance for comedian Bob Wise
in The Kletz last Wednesday.
He began his show by drawing
attention to his severe weight problem and then he never let the joke
go. It would have been a more appropriate routine had he been performing at a Nutri-System meeting
instead of on a college campus. One
would think that he would pick up
on the fact that since he was the only
severely obese person in the crowd,
jokes about the trials and tribulations
of being obese would only have a
limited impact.
Unfortunately, this never oc-

curred to Wise. Every time the audience missed a joke or he blew the
joke (which was a more frequent
occurrence) he would say "I know
what your thinking, shut up fat boy."
This was said so many times that by
the end of the show, people were no
doubt thinking this before he even
had a chance to say it.
There were also times during the
show when Wise was just plain
struggling. For instance, he tried to
do the basj: comedian "pick on an
audience member" thing, but then
he forgot that the guy he was picking on was named Peter and he called
him Paul. In addition to forgetting
his name. Wise kept picking on him
and his jokes were making no sense
to the people in the back because
they could not hear what Peter (Paul?

Mary?) was saying.
Furthermore, there were a lot of
uncomfortable pauses that were very
unprofessional, almost as if he was
making it up as he was going along.
Granted, a lot of comedians do make
their routines up as they go along,
but then again a lot of comedians
posses the natural gift of humor that
Wise made it so obvious that he
does not.
He attempted to fill in these nasty
spaces with annoying laughter and
voice tricks, but they were as appealing to the ear as finger nails
dragging across a chalkboard. This
annoyance was evident as many
audience members left before the
show was even half over, thus proving that there are quite a few smart
puppies running around campus.

Crazy legs cracks 'em up
by Nina Bieliauskas
staff reporter
Last Friday Hope was visited by
a comedian of a different sort.
The visitor, Chris "Crazy Legs"
Fonseca has appeared several times
on both The Arsenio Hall Show and
Evening at The Improv.
Fonseca has Multiple Sclerosis,
a disease that slows down nerve
conduction causing uncodrdination,
pain and sometimes blindness. Blind
he wasn't, but physically challenged
he was, with restrictions to body
movement and speech. This allowed for a few brief movements of
ackward silence as Chris came on to
the stage, but that is where any uncomfortable feelings left and the fun
began. Immediately you fell yourself relax, accepting him as a come-

dian, not as someone who was
handicapped and did comedy.
He was good. The Kletz was
packed. Everyone was enjoying
themselves. His impairments were
quietly joked about, but they did not
govem the whole show. In fact, his
material covered such common, day
to day occurrences that one couldn' t
help but to see him as a real person.
He joked about family, fights with
his wife, and sex; all of which one
would not think he would be talking
about after only a first glance. He
made the audience feel comfortable,
both with himself and his handicap.
Usually, in comedy club situations, the comedian must speak over
the conversations of the audience.
With Fonseca, however, people accepted his handicap, and, without an
effort or pre-arrangement, everyone

ren dned relatively quiet, disallowing the frequent bursts of laughter.
His speech was slow and careful,
but with everyone's respect and attention, it didn't become a problem.
A couple things that didn't go
over to well were the degradation of
those from the state of Indiana, which
annoyed a few Hoosiera, and his
constant retum to the wora "Ooooo."
As to the second, his basic lead in to
any new material went along something like this; "I went to college...
'Ooooo'... and I had a girlfriend...
'Ooooo.'" This was fineforaperiod,
but after a while it became tiresome
and predictable.
But the material in-between was
funny and original, allowing one to
forget parts more annoying. Fonseca
was, by most accounts, a success.

Bartley reflects on Bolivian experience
through poetry and photographs
by Mellissa Endsley
arts & entertainment editor
Sights and sounds of South
American culture will come alive as
Jackie Bartley, Professor of English,
shares selected poems in a reading
entitled "lighted from within" on
Thursday September 16.
Writing and poetry can be considered relatively new hobbies for
Bartley, who began her career in the
Science field as a medical technologist. Her first poetry class was
with Jack Ridl, Professor of English.
In this class she wrote the poetry
that she later sent in an application
to Western Michigan University,
where she received her MFA in
creative writing in 1988.
In addition to writing poetry,
Bartley also began keeping a journal of her impressions, dreams, and
descriptive thoughts. "By keeping a
journal, I am abel to ride out my
thoughts and make them into poe m s " said Bartley.
Currently, Bartley's poetry can
be seen in magazines all over the
country including: Westbranch, Old

Dominion Review, Maryland Poetry
Review, Journal of the American
Medical
Association,
and
Outerbridge.
The ideas for the poems Bartley
will be sharing at this Thursday's

reading were supported when the
Arts Foundatibn of Michigan in
partnership with the Michigan
Council for the Arts and Cultural
Affairs awarded Bartley a one-year
Creative Artists Grant.
She
was
a w a r d e d this
grant after submitting poetry
inspired
by
photographs
she r e c e i v e d
f r o m a missionary friend,
J o y c e
Hylazewski,
who was in Bolivia. "I looked
at writing poems about pictures as exercises in writing
description,"
said Bartley, "it
is only natural
to have feelings
about the faces
in photographs."
Coincidentally, Bartley received
the grant just as Hylazewski was
returning back to America for the
first time in five years. It was during
Hylazewski' s visit home that Bartley
decided to go back with her fnend to
Bolivia.
"It was an amazing experience/

said Bartley, "I kept a notebook
with me at all times to record all of
the things that were happening
around me."
The poetry that came from her
memories of the trip touches on the
bases of everything from nature to religion.
Bartley is planning on sharing
about six poems from her
trip at this
Thursdays
r e a d i n g . She
w i l l a l s o be
sharing poems
that she wrote
before and after her trip that
deal with subjects other than
S o u t h
America.
"I am lookin
Bartley
g forward to
seeing many
students who have never been to a
poetry reading and I want to give
them a taste of couple different
things," said Bartley, "I don't want
anyone to get 'Boliviaed-out"*

What makes you smile?
"There are many kinds of
smiles, each having a distinct
character. Some announce
goodness and sweetness, others
betray sarcasm, bitterness, and
pride: some soften the countenance by their languishing
tenderness, others brighten by
their spiritual vivacity."
—Johann Kaspar Lavater
Last week in my Sociology
class we had a big discussion
about what we would do to
make a newcomer or a foreigner
feel comfortable in our country—like the kind of things we
would do before they arrived
and the kind of questions we
would ask to find out more
about their culture.
We came up with some pretty
logical stuff.
One girl thought that before
the person arrived, we ought to
learn about his or her culture
and traditions, while another
thought we ought to learn a few
phrases in their language and
integrate them into class
discussions to make them feel
more at home. Most of the other
suggestions fell into these
general categories.
Then we moved on to what
kinds of questions we were
going to ask this person in order
to leam about the lifestyle in
their country. We all had to
write down one question and
turn it in at the end of class. I
tend to be a pretty positive
person, so my first thought was
to ask something kind of cheery
like "what do you do for fun?"
But then I thought that may
not get us too far into conversation. Because like, what if it
turns out like the lame conversation you have on a bad date.
You know, where someone says
"so what do you do for fun?"
and the other person says "I
enjoy fishing and reading" and
the first person says "oh,
really?" and then there is a big

silence and everyone looks at
their salad. Scary. I had to think
of a more investigative question.
I finally decided that a good
question to ask was "what makes
you smile?" This question covers
all of the bases from what the
person thinks is funny to what
they enjoy to what makes them
happy all in one foul swoop. It
is the perfect question to ask
anybody that you want to get to
know better. This question
provokes thought and sparks
conversation, yet it does not
make the person you are asking
feel like a total outsider. This is
because no matter where people
come from, the same type of
things make people smile.
Try answering the question
yourself. That's what I did. Here
are a few of the things I came up
with: reading good poetry,
remembering my grandmother,
having an excellent first date,
seeing somebody who has
always been really snotty to me
trip and fall in front of a large
group of people, watching little
kids eat ice cream in the summer, hearing a message for my
roommate on our answering
machine from a guy I know she's
been dying to go out with, seeing
the newborn babies at the
hospital...
It is kind of like what Johanne
Lavater is saying in her quote.
Smiles are a result of many
different types of character. So,
it only seems logical that asking
somebody what makes them
smile would reveal a wide range
of these interests and feelings as
.well as perhaps some of the
things the two of you have in
common.
My philosophy is this: it's
true that not all people like to do
the same things for fun, but most
people have innate interest in
smiling, and the best way to get
somebody's mouth to tum up is
to ask them what makes 'em
smile.

Sofie lacks symbolism
by Brian Colandra
staff reporter

It is very difficult to make a foreign film that will hold the average
American's interest because of two
features that seem consistent in all
such movies: a language other than
English, and oppressive length.
Sofie, unfortunately possesses both.
Saying that you dislike a film
because it is not in English may
seem very petty, but when you are
forced to read a film for over two
hours the line between reading a
book and watching a movie becomes
very blurred. Some excellent films
with subtitles are able to overcome
this detraction with subtle symbolism, wonderful acting, gorgeous set
designs and stylish direction that
creates momentum, which in turns
helps the reader forget how long the
film is. R e d o e s possess three films a v i n g p e r f o r m a n c e s and lush
scenery, but its symbolism is obviThe reading will be at 7 p.m. in ous and redundant, and it lacks
Code Auditorium. There will be no momentum.
Sofie, directed by Liv Ullman, is
admission fee and it is open to evthe story of a Jewish woman, Sofie
eryone.

(Karen-Lise Mynster), in late nineteenth-century Denmark who feels
oppressed by her parents and discriminated against because of her
gender. She longs to escape the
prison of her life (symbolically represented by the numerous caged
birds in her home) and finds brief
success through the affections of a
Gentile pain ter(JesperChristensen).
She is forced into a marriage with an
unemotional rock of a man, Jonas,
played by the cement-like Torben
Zeller, and must find freedom
through her young son. She vows
not to oppress him as she was oppressed, but then realizes that in her
efforts to liv£ through him she has
taken away his freedom as well.
Liv Ullman starred in many of
master director Ingmar Bergman's
films, and it is clear that she was
paying attention to what he was
doing. The copying of his style is so
complete that it is almost satirical.
Through this satire one wonders if
the movie is not a metaphor for
Ullman's
experiences
with

See SOPHIE pg. 8
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From The Cheap Seats
Steve Shilling
The "Hip"-est Man in Baseball
"Whoa let me tell ya 'bout Bo Jackson" — Keith Jackson
About four games into this
Vincent Edward Jackson could
baseball season. Bo Jackson was
have been one of the best left
called on to pinch-hit for White
fielders in the history of baseball.
Sox Dan Pasqua. Bo hadn't seen
You could have looked his
any action all season, and he
records up, say 25 years from
today and seen numbers like: .290 walked to the plate favoring the
left hip he had worked so hard to
avg., 515 homeruns, 1,523 runs
rehabilitate. Then after taking two
batted in and 507 stolen bases.
pitches from the Yankee's Neal
You could have told your kids
Heaton, Bo did what he hadn't
and your grandkids about him.
done in one spring training game.
1 still will.
Bo hit a home run. A high
Perhaps you know Vincent
towering shot that landed deep
Jackson by his more popular
calling, "Bo." And it might be just into the right field seats of
Chicago's Comiskey Park.
a little more than speculation on
And the Bo Jackson legend
one writer's part that, had Bo
Jackson not ruined his left hip in a grew by one more chapter.
What most people don't know
1991 NFL football playoff game
though is that it wasn't about
against the Cincinnati Bengals,
money or fame or contracts or
you could have spoken of "Bo
commercials with Nike shoes. For
Jackson, best ever to play the
Bo Jackson, coming back was for
game."
two reasons. One was for himself.
I've never seen him play live
The other one was for his
and I'm not sure that I could say
mother.
that he's even one of my favorite
Three weeks after Bo's
ball players, but I do know that
from watching him on television
successful hip surgery, his mother
that I have seen Bo do things that
died. Before she had passed
I have never seen anybody do on
away. Bo had promised her that
a baseball field.
he would come back and that he
I remember the 1989 baseball
would give the ball from his first
All-Star Game when Bo took the
hit to her. In a magazine article
first pitch and "golfed" it into the
after hitting the homer. Bo said
center field bleachers, a 450-foot
that he would have the ball
blast, on his way to capturing the
bronzed and bolted to her
game's Most Valuable Player
tombstone. "I made a promise
award. I can remember a healthy
that I would give her the ball."
Bo Jackson cutting the second
Maybe what I've leamed most
base comer when he went from
of all from Bo Jackson is that
first to third on a single. I went
even though the guy may be
and practiced the same night on a
earning millions of dollars a year,
dark baseball diamond. That's
that doesn't take away his heart,
what Bo Jackson taught me about
or the fun he has playing the
baseball.
game every day.
But that's not all that Bo
And while he doesn't cut that
Jackson taught me.
comer like he used to, he still hits
Critics and players alike
500-foot homeruns and just the
scoffed this past March when Bo
other day he threw a guy out at
would limp out a single in spring
home plate by about 10 feet on a
training. Coming off of what was
deep fly ball.
called a successful hip replaceSo he might not bat .300 again,
ment surgery, Bo was attempting
hit 35 home runs or knock in 100
to make a comeback for the
runs (.224-13-37 as of Friday) but
second time since his injury, with
on any given night, even for just a
the Chicago White Sox.
moment, Bo Jackson will do
They were still laughing in the
something spectacular that I will
first week of April when it was
keep in mind when I'm telling my
announced that Bo Jackson would kids and grandkids about one of
indeed make the White Sox
the most amazing athlete's ever to
roster. Nothing more than a "gate
step on the playing field.
attraction" the critics said.
Vincent Edward 4t Bo" Jackson.

FOOTBALL:

VOLLEYBALL:

Sat., Sept. 18,1:30 p.m.

Fri.-Sat., Sept. 17-18

ILLINOIS WESLEYAN

GLCA at Oberlin Ohio
Tue., Sept. 21,6:30 pm
OLIVET

CROSS COUNTRY
Sat., Sept. 18,1 p.m.

MEN'S SOCCER

•at Grinnel^ Iowa

Wed., Sept. 15,4 p.m.
•ALBION
Sat., Sept. 18,1:30 p.m.

MEN'S GOLF

•at Calvin

Mon., Sept. 20,1 p.m.

Tue., Sept. 21,4 p.m.

•at Kalamazoo

•ALMA
WOMEN'S SOCCER

WOMEN'S GOLF
Men., Sept 20,2 p.m.
•at Calvin

Sat., Sept. 18,1:30 p.m.
•CALVIN
Tue., Sept. 21,4 pm
•at Alma
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Two Flying Dutchmen persue the ball In the midst of the action against Aqglnas.
Their next home game Is on Wed., Sept. 15 at 4 p.m. against Albion.

Hope sends Saints marching
1-2.
far, it's the talent that takes it to the
Wednesday they asserted them- top, and it's talent that this year's
selves with a victory over Northpark soccer team has. Lee Schopp, a 5th
Last year the soccer team be- of 2-1, and out did themselves when year senior, is Hope's goal keeper.
He was one of the
came the first Hope soccer team in a they played Aquinas
first All-American
decade to become MIAA champs, in their first home
"The
Hope
team
players in H o p e ' s
but many expected them to go even game, winning 4-2 in
this year is a
history and is now
farther. In fact, they were the first overtime.
" W e ' r e taking it
considered the mainteam in history to go that far and not
smart team, a
stay of defense on the
make the National Playoffs. The one game at a time,"
thinking,
field.
fault, according to coach Steve said Smith.
intelligent team
Anditisn'tjustthe
John Van Wieren,
Smith, may have been in the "win
a real leader, and
all" attitude. So, this year is a new system of play that
with the ability
has changed, it's the
Brett VanderKamp,
beginning.
to
adjust
well."
both starting seniors,
The team is retuming with a solid attitude as well. This
—Steve Smith
are a great asset to
defense and an all new midfield, but year Hope soccer has
defense in their posithe midfield isn 't the only thing that's become a family of
new. The system of play is very sorts, a unified family with person- t i o n s of o u t s i d e b a c k . B l a k e
different, with many new adjust- ality and character. And like a fam- Richards, a junior, is outstanding in
ments. ' T h e Hope team this year is ily, they acknowledge each other's his position of a sweeper. From the
a smart t e a m , ' said S m i t h , "a strength's and weaknesses, using Culver Military Academy comes
thinking, intelligent team with the them to be the absolute best that John Conlon, an incoming freshability to adjust well, and the proof they can. Soccer has become more man here at Hope. Coach Smith not
is in the scoring." And scoring is than just a sport to these men, but a only commented on him as a great
what's been happening. This past "passion," playing for the love of asset, but as "dangerous" on the
field.
o
weekend, at the Ohio Tournament, soccer.
Smith commented, ' T h i s is the
The team is a good one, and alHope walked away with a 1 -1 record,
beating Hiram, ranked 6th in the most fun group of guys I've ever though playing just "one day at a
time," they show the ability to go
region, 4-0, and losing to Wooster, been with."
But the love can only get you so far.
ranked 3rd, by only 1 with a score of
by Nina Bieliauskas
staff reporter

Lady Dutch are victorious again
by Jim Riekse
staff reporter
There is no doubt that this year's
women's soccer team is young (two
seniors compared to 14 freshmen),
but Thursday, September 9, the Flying Dutch showed no lack of maturity.
Their opponent was the University of Chicago Maroons, who
seemed to dominate the first half of
play, twice nearly scoring on comer
kicks. Hope seemed to pick up
momentum at the end of the half, but
the buzzer sounded with the teams
still locked in a scoreless tie.
The crowd was quiet during the

first half, except for one Hope fan assisted by Wendy Carroll ('96),
who mused, "Chicago people fall but it was disallowed because of an
offsides penalty.
down a lot."
The crowd was not pleased.
The rest of the game would give
the crowd much more reason to Regulation expired without another
cheer. The first of which was a re- goal, sending the game into overmarkable, sprawling save by goalie time.
Six minutes into overtime, Hope
Paulette Greenfield ('95), who deteam captain Kara VanderKamp
flected a shot off her fingertips.
The Maroons drew first blood ('95) scored on a penalty shot, givwith a goal ten minutes into the ing Hope the advantage. They would
second half. Hopefully, they enjoyed hold the lead for another 20 minutes
it, because it was the only one they and chalk up their second win of the
were going to g e t
season; after an opening victory
Kim Nolan ('96) tied it up with against Aquinas.
her second goal this season. SecThe Flying Dutch are now 2-1 -0,
onds later Tracey Phelps ('97) ap- with the MIAA season opening topeared to score the winning goal. day at Albion.
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CRISIS INTERVENTION
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
FOR THE HELP-LINE

I.ASSIIII.DS

P U T A CLASSIFIED IN THE PA-

immediately. Locations in Grand

PER O N L Y 250!!! Send a message

Rapids and Holland Area. Expand-

t o that special s o m e o n e — T h e

ing this year. Call 1-800-359-0812

woman you passed in thePine Grove,

between 8 a.m.-6 p.m. to schedule

The man you ran into in Phelps, the

an interview.

guy you dreamed about last year
who you haven't seen since you got

E x p e r i e n c e the U l t i m a t e of all
Sports—SKYDIVING! Train with

back. Write to your favorite Soror-

396-HELP

ity, Fraternity, or Anchor staff per-

Great Lake Skydi vers in September
and receive 10% off your 1st Jump

•son! Just bring your 25 word or less
classified (with your quarter) to the
Anchor Office.

-School Credits Available
-Training Begins February 18th in Holland
-Become a Trained Crisis Intervention
Counselor and Grow While You Help Others
The Help-Line is a crisis intervention hotline which provides
confidential 24 hour telephone counseling, referral and
information services to callers who are facing problems in such
areas as : alcoholism, depression, suicide, loneliness, divorce,
health, family, legal, unemployment, spouse abuse, rape, or
whatever is troubling them.

Course with Student ID. West
Michigans oldest and most experienced Parachute Club. U S P A af-

ALTERATIONS AND ZIPPER

filiated. 1 hr. south of Grand Rapids.

R E P L A C E M E N T S . Blue jean spe-

628-4892.

cialty. Call Mark 392-3481.
P L A C E A C L A S S I F I E D in \he
OFF CAMPUS TRANSPORTA-

Anchor only 250!! Write to the cute

T I O N has started offering rides.
Monday thru Friday 7 a.m.-12 p.m..

woman down the hall, the hot guy

Be sure to make reservations 24

you dreamed about last year but

hours in advance at the transportation office between 8 a.m.-5 p.m..

haven't seen since you've been back.

you ran into in Phelps, or the person

Write to your favorite sorority, fraternity, or ANCHOR

staff mem-

ber!! Just write it down and drop it
G R E E K S AND C L U B S ! RAISE

off (with your quarter) in the anchor

U P T O $ 1 0 0 0 IN J U S T O N E

office!! We need them the weekend

W E E K ! For your Fraternity, So-

before the issue you want it in!!

rority, and Club and $1000 for

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CALL THE HELP-LINE AT
396-HELP

yourself! And a FREE T-SHIRT
Thank You to everyone who came
to the MS Dance Friday night!!! It

just for calling. 1-800-932-0528
ext.75.

was our best EVER! — K a p p a Delta
Chi and Alpha Theta Chi
West Michigan based Company
seeks dedcated individuals for immediate positions with our company.

MR. C L E A N (aka FRED): Had fun

Complete Training for entry level

Friday at K r e m l i n — G e t that earring

through management. Full and part

yet? W h e r e ' s the floor wax?— The

time available. Must be available

Kappa Chi's!

.« wrr.vttYmp .VmxnwMwnri

TV is only a part-time job
for your favorite (£$-man!
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WE'RE BACK....
cuts loose In his own comic at

10% 9^ all

mhmU

item*

wO/t student

W T H S 8 9 . 9 F M IS OH TBI
RADIO AIRWAVES FROM 6AM
TO 3AM, SEVEN CAYS A WEEK.
BRINGINO YOO THE BEST AMD
LATEST IN ALTERNATIVE MUSIC

7D

Blue Chip Comics and Sports Cards

755 South Michigan Ave.
on the comer of 32nd St.
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Request Line: 394-7888

394-5251

{jjsiert. for fiefctf

Hours 10 a.m-8 p.m Daily
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Attention Students

Continued from page 1

Make Plans to Join Us

Saturday, September 18
for the 28th Annual

HOPE / HOLLAND

o

o
o
o

COMMUNITY DAY

Hope College. A biographical note
in one of his books describes him as
"direct, honest, [and] sometimes
brash," adding that "his candor and
his c o m p e t e n c e both clearly
emerge." He has shown interest in
the student organizations on campus.
Runyon described him as an enthusiastic speaker who loves working with students. He also called
him an uncompromising evangelical, someone who will not bend to
popular opinion and is not afraid of
controversy.

with young people that should serve
our students well."
Scott Runyon ('93), a member of
the search committee, called him
"the perfect fit for Hope College."
His focus group had drawn up a list
of things they wanted in the new
Dean of the C h a p e l , and R e v .
Patterson seemed to be everything
they wanted. Runyon also praised
the selection process, calling it "a
prayerful process and a thoughtful
process."
By all indications. Rev. Patterson
should be a significant addition to

Elect
Continued from page 1

— Featuring—

CD

• A picnic in the Pine Grove
Enjoy bratwurst, hamburgers, sliced turkey breast,
salads, chips, cookies, pie, popcorn and more!

c3

11:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.

in

d

what I've seen, from the people who
have come into the office, turning in
their petitions, we've got some great
people. W e have the right people up
there to do it; it's just a matter of
narrowing it down."

"Nobody is apathetic. They wouldn' t
be here if they didn't care."
Foster is optimistic about this
year's candidates. "One of the challenges is to find someone who agrees
with the agenda," he said. "From

Sofie
Continued from page 5

• It's FREE to students on a meal plan
(make sure to bring your meal card!)
This is the regular Saturday lunch service for all

<D

students on a meal plan. Phelps Cafeteria will n d be open,

0)

• Cost for others is $4.50 person.
Tickets will be sold at the picnic
or can be purchased in advance at the Dow Center.
• Invite your parents.
This is a great outing for the entire family!

I

^

• Entertainment including music
by the American Legion Band
• Door Prize Drawings
• Community Day Football Game
Flying Dutchmen vs. Illinois Wesleyan Titans
at Holland Municipal Stadium, 1:30 p.m.

o

o

H
W

r
r

In case of rain, picnic will be held in Phelps Dining Hall

Bergman, perhaps she feels that her
career was suffocated by her repeated appearances in his pictures.
Elements of feminist philosophy
appear throughout, and for the first
two hours the film clicks along with
some sharp dialogue.
The painter, Christensen, carries
the first hour of the film, and his
scenes with Sofie are extraordinary,
clearly the film's highest points.
In the second hour, Sofie must
carry the film on her own, and if not
for the amazing expressions that
cross her face, it would not work.
The last 40 minutes, however,
are needless, and are barely salvaged
by the comic relief provided by
Sofie's father.
This film would be a masterpiece
if the last 40 minutes were cut out,
but Ullman attempts to try and make
several philosophical points come

together through extra script and
endless fade-outs. All the fade-outs
do is endlessly taunt the viewer with
hopes of a conclusion, making the
film seem endless.
Also, Ullman appears to have
decided to make sure that no one, no
matter how little they are paying
attention, grasps every point she has
tried to make.
This means many scenes of redundancy which, once again, add to
the oppressive overlength.
Despite the above criticisms,
Sofie is not a bad film, and recommended for all those looking for a
thriller or depressing drama. It is too
bad that Ullman forgot what makes
foreign films such a treat, the subtle
symbolism and stylish direction that
overcomes any language barrier and
makes long films enjoyable.

Staff and Students
of
Hope College

Freshmen with cars registered by the college will
be allowed to park in parking lot
Lot S is located south of 12th
street, east of the railroad tracks.

Q

ALKNDAR OF EVENTS

251 Lincoln Ave
Holland, Michigan

Arts & Entertainment
SAC movie September 17-19 Aladdin, Fri. and Sat. 7:00, 9:30 and 12:00
nightly, Sun. 6:00 p.m.
Knickerbocker Theatre Sept. 10-16, Sophie, nightly 7:00 p.m.
Sept 17-23 The Match Factory Girl, 7 and 9 nightly
Kletz EventSept. 17,1993, Renee Hicks, 8:30 p.m., Kletz
DanceSept. 18,1993, Black Coalition, 9 p.m., Kletz
Opus Student Poetry ReadingSept. 15,1993,9-7,5ht floor of Seminary Library
Poctiy ReadingSept. 16,1993, Jackie Bartley, Cook Aud.
Art Exhibition until Sept. 24, "Hie Kawashima," DePree Art Gallery

Campus Events
Meiji Gakuin Student Oral Presentation of Research Topics
Wed. Sept, 15, 7 p.m., Maas Conf.
Thur. Sept., 16,9 a.m., Graves 206
Senior Orientation Sessions Wed.Scpt., 15,4:00 pjn.. Cook Aud.
Fri. Sept, 17,11KX) a.m., Cook Aud.
Mon.Sept., 20,11:00 ajn.. Cook Aud.
Tue. Sept, 21,4:00 p.m.. Cook Aud.
IM Referee Training SessionWed. Sept. 15 Coed Inner Tube Water Polo, 7 p.m., Dow 201

Wed. Sept. 15, Men's Rag Football, 8 p.m., Dow
Career FitnessWed. Sept. 15, Exercising Your Options, 7:00 p.m.
Tue. Sept. 2, 7 p.m., call x7950 to registar.
IM Flying Dutch Racquetball Gassic
Fri. Sept., 17,6 p.m., Dow
Sat. Sept., 18,6 p.m., Dow
Sun. Sept., 19,6 p.m., Dow
Book Sale; Van Wylen LibraryWed. Sept 15 - Mon. Sept. 20
Skills for Sucessful InterviewingTues. Sept. 21,11 p.m. Cook Aud.
Sleep out for the HomelessWed. Sept. 22 9 p.m.-7 a.m., pick up sponsor sheets in
Chaplin's office, Sept. 16-22
Even year alumni Pull, Wed. Sept. 15, infront of KoUen, 4 p j n .

Student Organizations
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Thurs., 8:30 p.m., Haworth tm., Phelps. All welcome.
Environmental Issues Group Thur., 6 p.m. in Lubbers 107
Boyz to MenWed., 7 p.m., Kletz
Amnesty International Hiur., 7 p.m., in Barber rm., Phelps
Hispanic Student Organization (HSO)Thur., 6 p.m., Otte Room, Phelps
Black Coalition Sun. 4:00 p.m. Otte Room, Phelps

Call The Anchor (x7877) with additional times and dates of campus events
8 The Anchor September 15,1993
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395-4953

Wednesday, September 15
TODAY
3:00 P.M-6:00 P.M
Come see our new office and join us for food and conversation

The Anchor
Hope College DeWitt Center
P.O. Box 9000
Holland, Ml 49422-9000
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